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From: Neil Sheehan
To: Donna Skay; Lawrence Doerflein
Date: 7/30/04 3:25PM
Subject: re: VY eng. inspection

I'll hold off giving her the names. I should add, however, that it's not surprising that a reporter would ask
for this information.

>>> Donna Skay 07/30/04 03:21 PM >>>
Larry is correct. We have commitments with the Congressional delegation and the state to provide them
the names before it goes out In a press release. The press release is currently scheduled to go out on
Friday, Aug. 6. If we are going to release this information sooner, we will need to coordinate the
interactions we had intended with these stakeholders.

>>> Lawrence Doerflein 07/80/04 03:17PM >>>
attached

I don't think we're allowed to release the names yet. That's what the press release is for.

None of the contractors, and three of the 5 NRC staff have never been to VY. Steve Dennis performed
some licensed operator exam activities / inspections, but those were before 2001. Jacobson has never
inspected at VY, but he did visit it in 2000 to observe a RI led Pl&R team (a inspection procedure he had
responsibility over as part of the ROP)

>>> Neil Sheehan 07/3 ?04 03:07PM >>>
Larry,

Can you send me the bio information on the VY eng. inspection team members? The Rutland Herald
reporter would like to learn the names of the contractors.
Also, I told her the team members have not had any "recent" involvement with VY. She countered with,
"Does that mean that haven't had ANY involvement with VY"? How should I respond to that?

Neil

CC: Jeffrey Jacobson
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